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The StormTrooper returns!
It has been two months since the last issue was released and I thank you for your patience. Well, as
football-fever dawns over the whole country and all the alcoholism and gluttony that will follow as an
unfortunate consequence I am pleased to see dozens of St. George‟s flags all over the place. Of course it
takes no genius to know that this is an insincere, pseudo-patriotic phenomenon and one that won‟t last
long. Why is it the modern Briton needs such an excuse to fly his/her own flag? Why is it National pride
suddenly needs justification?
Anyway, football aside, I‟m excited to bring you this third issue. Within the pages of this month‟s issue will
be:







The responsibility of the people- a look at our duty as citizens of Great Britain
Is politics a dead-end?- exploring the state of nationalism in the UK and our chances of achieving
power
What Europe has become- How all aspects of life are corrupted in the modern world
National Socialism and the 21st century- How we can make Nazism relevant today
World War II-The extent of how much the second world war‟s allied victory was a credit to
Britain‟s people
Action Abroad-A brief piece about nazi-activity overseas
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I‟m often asked why I hate the Jews. I always stumble on questions such as these because of the many
ways I could answer. Anti-Semitism is an unusual phenomenon to one who doesn‟t understand it. They
now it has been around for aeons, they now people from all walks of life and all countries have been antiSemites, they know that many people still do dislike the Jews, but why?
In medieval times many felt that the Jews deserved to be persecuted because of their killing of Jesus. It
was also then that the Jewish ritual murder first started to be reported. Many of these sick acts inevitably
were rumour, but these sick acts of debauchery still persist today and cannot be completely denied. Jews
were banished from this country by Edward the 1st on account of their disloyalty to the crusades.
Whilst the medieval anti-Semitism may still change some people‟s opinions of the Jewish race and religion
few people today will consider it relevant today. One reason people give is their disproportional political
influence in Britain and the west. Yet many ignorant individuals reject this as a “conspiracy theory” and
go back to their televisions. Not even the clear atrocities of the state of Israel are enough to convince some
of the vile nature of the Jews.
Many people do not even accept that Jews are anything more than a religious group. They assume that
they are no more than ordinary Europeans who follow the Jewish faith and that a concept of a Jewish race
is no less ridiculous then the concept of a Christian race or a Muslim race. This, of course is not true. Few
can deny that Jews posses facial similarities and racial characteristics. The fact of the matter is that the
Jews are the bastard descendants of European, Semitic and Asiatic tribes. I say bastard child, because
although they are of their linage they have never successfully cohabited peacefully with any of these
groups. They have always been a nomadic people, and have been exiled from every nation they have
resided in.
They are the largest problem the European people face. They have corrupted our authority and economic
sphere. They mean for the destruction of our principles, and anyone who knows of the Talmud will know
that their set of beliefs cannot be compatible with ours. They hide behind faceless, American corporations
and stick to the shadows knowing if their true motives were revealed the tables would be turned. My only
message to those who oppose “anti-Semitism” is “How can you sleep at night when you are letting these
Satanists get away with destroying our country?”
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The responsibility of the people

We must never forget the wise words of Benito Mussolini:

“The function of a citizen and a soldier are inseparable”
It‟s not a right to be British, it has to be earned. To be born of British lineage means nothing. But
someone who gives all they can to fight to preserve the blood, honour and glory of the British people is
truly the salt of the earth. Our forefather‟s have struggled and now it is our turn. The National Socialist
cause has millions of martyrs and now, as we are near to extinction we are to fulfil our duties as Britons.
When the state is corrupt it shall be the people‟s duty to reclaim the glory of the nation. When the state
fails it‟s duties we must fulfil ours. We are faced with the responsibility to stand against the modern world
of degeneracy. Race always takes preference over the state, or to put it in the words of Adolf the great:

“We must not forget that the highest aim of human existence is not the maintenance of a state of
government but rather the conservation of the race”
Our struggle is the struggle for the survival of our race and honour of our nation. Failure is not an option!
We are blessed with skills so they can be used for the good of humanity. There‟s no place for those who
remain neutral in the struggle for our race and nation.
Nature has proven that the world belongs to those who fight. Only those who are radicals will pass down
there legacy. There‟s no room for weaklings in history books, in any sensible society. Those who stand
against the modern world will inherit the earth. Martyrs such as Codreanu, Horst Wessel, Rockwell and
William Joyce are the embodiment of everything we stand for as Nationalists. They‟ve given their lives for
the love of their country and made the ultimate sacrifice. They are true heroes of our time. Even our
opponents cannot criticize such bravery and determination.
In the month of June, 69 years ago, Hitler launched Operation Barbarossa and just as his brave soldiers
fought the red terror then. We must now today. The insanity of Marxism cannot be resisted passively. We
are the last line of defence against the enslavement and destruction of the European races by alien
powers.
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Consider every Communist paper printed, every piece of Anarchist propaganda distributed, every Jewish
lie a personal spit-in-the-face! Their systematic attempts of destroying our national integrity from the
inside have, unfortunately, proven successful. They‟ve already created an anti-authoritarian atmosphere,
turning youngsters against their parents, against public office and all politicians and most importantly
turned young people against the police. Discipline, order and loyalty are unpopular with today‟s teen.
Unless we educated the youth, the Communist take-over will only be a matter of time.
The Horst Wessel song sums our battle for survival up perfectly:

We march and fight, to death or on to victory
Our might is right, no traitors shall prevail
Our hearts are steeled against the fiery gates of hell
No shoot or shell, can still our mighty song.
Our sword is truth, our shield is faith and honour
In age or youth, our hearts and minds we pledge
Though we may day, to save our people and our land
This cause will stand, our millions marching on.
We close our ranks, in loyalty and courage
To god our thanks, for comrades tried and true
Let traitors quail, and fear the wrath of honest men
Who rise again, to smash the devil's throng.
We march and fight, to death or on to victory
Our might is right, no traitors shall prevail
Our hearts are steeled against the fiery gates of hell
No shot or shell, can still our mighty song.
History has shown time and time again that of men in small groups doing great things and standing up to
huge. This extract from Codreanu‟s book “For my Legionaries” is true testament to Codreanu‟s courage.
Especially for such a young man.

An infernal racket: Inside, hurrahs, outside, boos and cursing. Then I slowly descended to the
ground. Pancu ordered our departure. But at the gate the communists barred our exit, yelling:
"Let Pancu and Codreanu come forward!" We stepped 30 yards in front of our crowd and headed
for thegate. In the middle, Pancu, on his right a tradesman, Margarint, with myself on the left. All
three of us advanced saying nothing, keeping our hands in our pockets on the revolvers. Those at
the gate watched us, quiet and unmoving. Now we were but a few steps away. I expected the whiz
of a bullet going past my ear. But we kept on, straight and determined. However, this was a very
unusual, soulful moment. We were now but a couple of steps away. The communists stepped
aside opening up for us! For about ten yards we walked in tomb-like silence through their midst.
We looked neither to the left nor to the right. Nothing was heard, not even human breathing. Our
men followed us. But as they came through, the silence was broken. Cursing began, with threats
on both sides, But no fighting. in a body, we headed along the railroad toward the station.
Behind us, over the works, the blowing wind fluttered the cloth of the victorious tricolor.
The moral effect of this action was incomparable. The whole of Iasi was in an uproar. Everybody
on the streets spoke only about The Guard of the National Conscience. A current of Romanian
awakening was felt in the air, The trains, carried further to the four corners of the country the
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news of this resurrection. We realized that Bolshevism would be defeated because facing it, as
well as on its flanks, a barrier of conscience had been raised which would prevent its expansion.
All roads to its further encroachment were now closed. From now on it must retreat, not long
after,
action by Geti. Averescu's administration was added to our efforts, enough so that this
movement's
prospects were altogether nullified.

.
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Is politics a dead-end?
Many people who support National Socialism or Fascism are sceptical about the productivity of legal and
political action, especially in Britain. This defeatist attitude may seem the most realistic but the alternative
seems even more distant.
Either way only with any less 100% devotion of all our people we will stay in the stale-mate situation we
are in today, to give an example of this is the tale in the bible of how 11 ordinary men supposedly
enlightened with the holy spirit were given the spiritual energy to convert the masses effectively
establishing the early embryonic form of the Catholic church. Small groups of men can do great things.
Yet, isn‟t this point of view a little too optimistic.
Group that deserves of a mention is the National Socialist Party of Great Britain (NSPGB) This is
information about them taken from their website with permission:

We here at the National Socialist Party of Great Britain (NSPGB) are here because we are tired of the way
of life our (British) people have been living for a long time, we believe that the men and woman that were
part of and who fought in The Third Reich had the right idea and were fighting for the right course, they
were in affect doing right, but since no one around at the time could understand, this country and its
allies attacked and ended up destroying the Reich, but after 60 years things are no better now, we have
waited and hoped but things have got worse instead, as they are continuing to get worse as well, so it is
time to finish hoping and start the fight and the revolution before things get beyond hope and it is time
for us who have learnt the truth and understand the truth to take our part in history and fight for a free
country. We want to strip away the parasites that have invaded our country and our way of life, it is time
for us to attack, a time to fight for what we believe in, which is this country and the truth, our members
and supporters are the true people who should be in charge of this country as they know what is right and
what is wrong, our countries spirit and its empire is almost dead, it but it lives on in us, if we work hard
now then we can have a better life and a way of living in a free country which is what we want and we
welcome all of you who choose to join, the stakes are high, but there has never been a better time to join
and fight for what we believe in, a country run as it should be, by the people for the people!!
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What Europe has become
Britain and Europe used to be a place where men were men and women were women. Though now a
communistic gender reversal has taken place, disguising it as women‟s liberation the Jews‟ communistic
plan of gender destruction has begun.
Anyone with half a brain will know that sexism is one of the biggest follies in human history, but what is
sexism? Is it sexist to say that men are more suited for certain jobs then women or vice-versa? Is it sexist to
believe a woman‟s top priority should be caring for her young? Everywhere you go you see women
behaving like men and men behaving effeminately. What has happened to this country?
Our values are being corrupted by the media day by day. The media often focus on the negative aspects of
masculinity. For example whenever a “real man” is to be portrayed his qualities usually involve
alcoholism, laziness, selfishness and disloyalty, whereas it is the effeminate males who are shown to be
compassionate and sensitive, insane. It won‟t be long before cross-dressing is socially acceptable. In fact,
it already is.
Without moral standards determined in our culture our people will have nothing to stop them sinking into
total metaphysical sewage. As our culture falls into decline and corruption those who stand against it
become anti-social or backward. Of course in any normal, traditionalistic society the opposite would be
so. What exactly is so progressive about this insane liberalism? What do they hope the end result would
be? Where will tolerance end? In America they even have a sick organisation called NAMbLA (North
American Man-boy „Love‟ Association) that campaigns for civil rights for Paedophiles. What a triumph for
tolerance that even pederasts can have pride yet anyone campaigning for White-pride is an ultimate
sinner. Make sure to keep count of how many sexual deviants you hear on the Radio and see on TV, how
many Gay bars appear on your high street, remember, no matter how loud you sigh as you walk past they
won‟t stop unless you make them. Quiet resistance is impotent.
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National Socialism in the 21st century
Whilst it is true that Nazism is a timeless doctrine and its teaching will never lose their truth, can we expect
the modern Britain to accept National Socialism in the same form that was created in Germany? WE have
to accept that times have changed, but should we change our principles as a result?
Can we expect it of the modern Britain for example to give up the degenerate trends in art and rock music
and sacrifice them for National Socialism? Besides it‟s not only the times that have changed, Britain and
Germany are different in countless ways, do the people of the 21st century Britain show less pride then that
of a 1920‟s German? Many Britons have relative who gave their lives to fight Nazis, because of this talking
in favour of Hitler is seen by many as anti-British and unpatriotic. When, in reality the contrary is the case.
Also we must all take into consideration that nowadays in the post-war years anti-Semitism is seen as the
ultimate sin, after all those people went through in the concentration camps, how can anyone speak badly
of them? But do these apparent changes of circumstances effect our cause in a positive, or in a negative
way? And are they really that different to the situation of Germany in the Weimar republic?
We are facing the same financial disasters and the same problems of foreign influence, the same problems
of lack of national pride and the Communists here are gaining ground just like they did in Germany, the
same cultural Dadaism that Germany faced, but we‟re getting nowhere. I see it as a two pronged fork
impeding our progress, the first being the false hind-sight of Hitler‟s reign making people associate
National Socialism with evil, and the second being the phoney portrayal of “Nazi” „stupid‟ skinheads and
„ignorant‟ klansmen, which couldn‟t be further from the truth. These false stereotypes are so far imbedded
in people‟s minds that the only way we can reverse this is to talk to people directly: An activity which isn‟t
always easy. This prejudiced view of all those who stand against the degeneration of the modern world.
So, the question remains, should we alter our policies to fit in with the mass opinion? Of course, we must
never leave behind the 25 points. But what about the name Nazi and National Socialist and the emblem of
the swastika, should we abandon those?
While Rockwell found their effect on people to work in his favour in America, perhaps over here it‟ll work
similarly. He argued that those provoke a reaction in peoples‟ minds; he claimed that it left the Jews and
our enemies powerless, to wear their most high insult as a badge of honour would leave them speechless.
This is evident in how pathetic the BNP‟s attempts at downplaying their “extremist” elements and their
officials‟ personal histories. Using the Swastika is making the statement that we do not conceal our true
beliefs.
There are no shortcuts; we must keep both the superficial and the actual aspects of National Socialism to
succeed. We must disparage the myths and falsehoods surrounding our doctrine and educate our people.
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World War II
Hitler predicted that regardless of the winner of the Second Great War, Britain would lose her once great
empire. As we know, this prediction was very true. Churchill‟s legacy made Britain into a bombsite, Hong
Kong, Burma and Singapore became independent from the British crown our economic structure was
ruined and most importantly, millions of men lost their lives. The result? Freedom and Sovereignty for the
British people? NO.
Did we benefit from this “benevolent struggle”? Now we are slaves to international powers, now alien
peoples have the real power over Great Britain, now freedom of speech applies only to the degenerate
elements of society and nationalism is shunned.
Did we fight to preserve the freedoms of the other European nations? Again the answer is simply, no.
Eastern Europe became engulfed into the USSR. The only benefiters were non-Europeans. We have nothing
but an illusion of freedom here in modern Britain. The real freedom lies in the hands of degenerates,
modernists, communists, cosmopolitanists and the real power is in the hands of the Jews, as this article
from natallnews.com points out:

As in America, Jews have an almost total grip on the both the electronic and printed media in Britain, and
consequently shape „public opinion‟ and government policy by simply choosing which news they wish to
disseminate, and in what manner. In this way, they have promoted the „multicultural and multiracial‟
policy of Third World immigration and „anti-racism‟ for so long, that they have nearly succeeded in
demonizing even the slightest opposition to such policies.

Television and Radio

ITV

The Independent Television (ITV) network is divided into fourteen regions, all of which are controlled by
two Jewish-controlled companies, Carlton Communications plc and Granada plc. Carlton controls Central,
London, West Country, and HTV Wales and West: while Granada controls Anglia, Border, Granada, London
Weekend, Meridian, Tyne Tees, and Yorkshire. The Jew Michael Green heads up Carlton Communications
plc., and the Jew Steve Morrison heads up Granada plc.

Carlton Channels division also includes 50% of London News Network, 25% of GMTV and 20% of
Independent Television News (ITN). Carlton Productions is a major producer for ITV, producing drama,
entertainment, factual, comedy, and children‟s titles, investing over £200m a year in producing new
television programs for ITV, BBC, Channel 4, Channel 5 and digital channels. It includes the producer
Planet 24, responsible for Gay Time TV, and the supplier of game show formats Action Time. Carlton
International controls and sells a library of 2,000 films and 18,000 hours of television programs to over
100 countries. Carlton America produces seventeen films for television each year. Green is also Director of
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ITN, which provides the news for the ITV network, of GMTV Limited and of Thomson multimedia in France.
He is also Chairman of the Media Trust.

Granada plc. owns seven of the ITV stations: Anglia, Border, Granada, London Weekend, Meridian, Tyne
Tees and Yorkshire. It broadcasts to 60% of Britain‟s homes. Its other ITV investments are ITN (20%), GMTV
(25%), London News Network (50%), and the Scottish Media Group (18.1%), which controls Grampian, and
Scottish. Granada Creative produces nearly 9000 hours of original television programs and films per year,
which it sells to more than 120 countries. It made 60 % of the ITV Network‟s original programs in 2000.

BBC TV

Managing Director of this formally state-owned broadcaster is the Jew Tony Cohen. The Jew Alan Yentob
is Director of Drama, Entertainment, and Children‟s Program for all of BBC television. Formerly, Yentob
was Director of Television from 1997 to 2000, and before that, Director of Programs.

According to Broadcast magazine in 1996, his former title gave him "control over all non-news BBC
programs including those for satellite channels and those in English for the World Service." The atheist
Jew, Alan Bookbinder, has headed up BBC‟s Religion and Ethics division since July 2001.

BBC Radio

The Jewess Jenny Abramsky is Director of BBC Radio and Music and has control of all of BBC Radios 1, 2,
3, 4, 5 Live, and of the BBC‟s digital radio operation. Abramsky is the most powerful executive in radio in
the UK, public service or commercial: with control of the five national radio stations, she oversees 49% of
all radio listening in Britain. She has an annual programming budget of £290 million, a staff of 600 and
takes home £258, 000. She has spent over 30 years in BBC Radio, only taking a two-year break as
Director of the BBC Continuous News Services. Abramsky has also been a Governor of the British Film
Industry since February 2000.

BSkyB

British Sky Broadcasting is a significant television broadcaster in the United Kingdom, and a part of the
global media empire, News Corporation. Newscorp is owned by Rupert Murdoch, who had a Jewish
mother, Elizabeth Green. According to Jewish law, this makes him Jewish. His daughter, who is chief
executive of BSkyB, is married to a Negro. British Sky Broadcasting is Britain‟s leading pay-TV provider
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and one of the world‟s top 250 companies. It broadcasts news, entertainment, and sports programs to
over 10 million subscribers and their families in Britain and Ireland, which includes five and a half million
subscribers to its digital satellite service, which was launched in 1998 with 140 channels. By 1999, satellite
and cable television channels accounted for over 15% of total UK viewing. Murdoch has spoken of "my
faith and News Corporation‟s faith in the integrity and worthiness of the Zionist undertaking," and has
explained that, "I have always believed in the future of Israel and the goals of the international Jewish
community."

Pinewood-Shepperton Limited

Pinewood-Shepperton Limited is the result of the merger of Britain‟s two leading film and television
production studios, Pinewood and Shepperton. It is controlled by the Jew Michael Grade, who is the
nephew of the Jew Lew Grade, also a film producer and one of the founders of the ITV network. Michael
Grade was formerly Controller of BBC 1 in 1984, Director of BBC Programs in 1986, and as Chief Executive
of Channel 4 from 1988 to 1997, he was dubbed "pornographer-in-chief" by the Daily Mail.

Newspapers

Express Newspapers

Express Newspapers owns the Daily Express, the Sunday Express, and the Daily Star. The Daily Express has
an average daily circulation of 927,785, and is Britain‟s second leading mid-market paper. The Sunday
Express has an average circulation of 842, 003, and the Daily Star 828,823. All together Express
Newspapers distributes an average 13 million newspapers in Britain per week. Express Newspapers was
bought in November 2000 by the Jew Richard Desmond, who made his fortune in pornography.

News International

Rupert Murdoch, (discussed earlier under BSkyB) also owns News International, which runs The Sun, The
Times, The Sunday Times, and News of the World. The latter has an average daily circulation of 4,042,714,
and The Sun of 3,507,176. They are the two best selling daily papers in Britain, with a joint average daily
circulation of over 7.5 million copies, with perhaps twice that many people actually reading them. The
Sunday Times has an average weekly circulation of 1,383,683, being the best-selling Sunday broadsheet,
and The Times a daily circulation of 717,657, being the second best-selling daily broadsheet. Altogether,
News International distributes over 50 million newspapers a week in Britain.
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The Telegraph Group

Another major newspaper group in Britain is the Telegraph Group Limited, which was recently sold by
Hollinger International Inc. to a company owned by the Catholic Barclay brothers, more famous for the
bank of the same name. The Telegraph group publishes the Daily Telegraph, the Sunday Telegraph, the
Weekly Telegraph, and The Spectator magazine, as well as other, lesser media interests, including The
Saturday Telegraph. Although the outright owners of these papers are therefore not Jewish, the editorial
stance remains identical to the other media forms in the UK: solidly pro-Jewish.

Hollinger International, the former owners of these papers, belongs to the gentile, Conrad Black, who is
married to the Jewess Barbara Amiel. Black referred to the Palestinians in his Jerusalem Post in 1993 as
"vile and primitive," while Mrs. Black, likened them to "animals" in the November 7, 2000 edition of
their Telegraph.

Conrad Black explained that, "If editors disagree with us they should disagree with us when they‟re no
longer in our employ. The buck stops with ownership. I am responsible for meeting the payroll; therefore
I will ultimately determine what the papers say and how they‟re going to be run."

Associated Newspapers

The flagship national circulation newspaper of Associated Newspapers is the Daily Mail, which has an
average daily circulation of 2,477,416. The Managing Director of the Daily Mail is the Jew Guy Zitter.
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Action Abroad
On the 31st of July there will be a march in remembrance of the Battle of Blue Hills. The Battle of Blue Hills
was a significant victory of the Axis forces and one of the USSR‟s greatest defeats.
The event shall include flags on parade, music, singing nationalist songs, the showing of a documentary
film about the battle and a respectful wreath setting to honour the dead warriors that fought to resist
soviet occupation of their fatherland.
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Concluding pages
I would like to thank you all for reading my publication and sending encouragement and suggestions for
future issues.
This month, unfortunately, I have faced some discouraging realisations. I‟ve noticed that in my town
there‟s been a rise of activity on behalf of the anarchist group “class-war”, stickers appearing all over
town and graffiti of anti-BNP slogans. Of course to see any litter and graffiti is never good but this is
greatly amplified by the lack of any counter-activity. Rebellious, let easy swayed, youth attracted by
anarchy‟s unlimited freedom seem to be more visibly active politically then the majority of nationalists in
Britain. At least in my area they do.
It would seem that ironically the anarchists are more organised and unified then the Nazis! We need
drastic reformation! Large scale propaganda operations, we need to step straight into the public eyeif we
are ever to compete with the mainstream democratic political parties.

We won‟t win without fanatical devotion and self sacrifice. There‟s no easy way-out, no way to sit-back
and achieve power from an arm-chair. Whether power is gotten through the sword, or through the ballot
box we must never rest.
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